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Monte Carlo simulations of a diffusive shock with multiple scattering angular distributions
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Abstract: We independently develop a simulation code to research the previous dynamical Monte Carlo simulation of
a diffusive shock under the isotropic scattering law during the scattering process, and the same results are obtained. We
extend the prescribed scattering law to include an anisotropic scattering law for further developing this dynamical Monte
Carlo simulation. We find that the prescribed scattering law has an important effect on the final energy spectrum.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that the diffusive acceleration model has
been popular for more than five decades since Fermi [7]
first proposed that cosmic rays could be produced via dif-
fusive processes. Until now, diffusive shock acceleration
(DSA) has been extensively applied to many physical sys-
tems, such as shocks in the solar system, in our Galaxy,
and throughout the Universe [1, 2, 3]. The nonlinear in-
teractions in plasma usually include such things as the tur-
bulence of scattering wave field, cosmic ray (CR) injec-
tion, and “back reaction” by CR pressure. These complex
behaviors have held back comprehensive understanding of
the DSA and nonlinear DSA theory. Therefore, to study
the properties of the acceleration process and dynamical
behavior of the CR’s “back reaction” on the background
flow, choosing numerical simulation methods has been a
primary and essential problem [11, 10, 6, 12, 5]. There are
four main simulation methods: Monte Carlo method, hy-
brid simulation, two-fluid model, and kinetic simulation[8].
In an effort to follow and extend the previous dynamical
Monte Carlo simulation [9], we independently developed a
simulation code based on the Matlab platform using multi-
ple scattering laws. In Section 2, the simulation model and
PIC techniques are described. In Section 3, the simulation
results are presented. Section 4 includes the conclusions.

2 The model

The dynamical Monte Carlo simulation has been developed
by Knerr et al. [9] to study Earth’s bow shocks. It gives
good results for the higher than 1MeV cutoff in energy

particles and the power-law energy tail in the energy spec-
tra. To validate these consistent results from the previous
model and extend this study to find what might be responsi-
ble for the shock compression ratio, we extend the previous
isotropic scattering angular law by including an anisotropic
scattering angular law. This prescribed multiple scattering
law consists of an isotropic and an anisotropic scattering
angular distribution. The scattering angular variables arise
from the pitch angle and the azimuthal angle, and they are
described by the Gaussian function f(δθ, δφ). Once a par-
ticle has a collision with the massive scattering centers, its
pitch angle becomes θ′=θ+δθ, and the azimuthal angle be-
comes φ′=φ+δφ, where δθ is the variation in the pitch angle
θ, and δφ is the variation in the azimuthal angle φ. The σ
and μ are used to represent the standard deviation value and
the average value of Gaussian function f(δθ, δφ), respec-
tively. We catalog the four cases as follows. (1) Case A:
σ = π/4, μ = 0. (2) Case B: σ = π/2, μ = 0. (3) Case C:
σ = π, μ = 0. (4) Case D: σ = ∞, μ = 0.
As shown in Figure 1, one particle’s box frame velocity V
is a total velocity, which is composed of the local thermal
velocity VL and the bulk fluid speed U (i.e. V = VL + U ,
for upstream U = U0, for downstream U = 0). After one
particle arrives in the downstream region, its kinetic energy
is converted into random thermal energy by dissipation pro-
cesses. With the development of these many processes, the
bulk fluid speed of downstream flow becomes zero, and the
length of downstream region is extended dynamically.
As listed in Table 1[9], all of the specific parameters are
used in our simulations, considering PIC techniques. In
summary, these new codes consist of the following three
substeps like the previous simulation, except for the third
substep employing the extended multiple scattering laws.
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Figure 1: The simulation box [9].

Table 1: The parameters of the simulated cases
Inflow velocity u0=0. 3 403km/s
Thermal speed υ0=0. 02 26. 9km/s
Scattering time τ=0. 833 0. 13s

Box size Xmax=300 10Re

Total time Tmax=2400 6. 3minutes
Time step size dt=1/30 0. 0053s

Number of zones nx=600 . . .
Initial particles per cell n0=650 . . .

FEB distance Xfeb=90 3Re

Notes: Re is the Earth’s radius, the Mach number M=11.6. Di-
mensionless numbers are used in the simulations[9].

(i) Individual particles move. Particles with their velocities
move along the one-dimensional x axis:

Xt
k = Xt−1

k + (Vx)
t
kdt, t ∈ [1, tmax], k ∈ [1, kmax], (1)

(Vx)k = (VLx)k + (Uk)x, (2)

(Uk)x =
1

nk

nk∑

i=1

(Vx)i. (3)

where tmax=72000, kmax=600, and “k” is the index of the
grid, (Uk)x represents the bulk fluid speed of the computa-
tional grid along to the x̂ direction, and the value of Uk is
obtained from substep (ii). (ii) Mass collection. Summa-
tion of particle masses and velocities are calculated at the
center of each computational grid:

Pk =

nk∑

i=1

mp(Vx)i, k = 1, 2, ...kmax (4)

Uk =
1

nk

nk∑

i=1

(V )i, k = 1, 2, ...kmax, (5)

where nk is the number density of particles in the “k” grid,
representing the mass of the computational grid. Here, Pk

is the total momentum of the “k” grid, mp is the mass of
proton, and Uk is the average bulk fluid speed of the grid.
The collected grid-based mass and momentum densities
will directly decide the velocity of the scattering center Uk.
The particle’s total velocity V in the box frame is decided
by Equation (2). (iii) Applying multiple scattering laws.

Table 2: The calculated results

Items Case A Case B Case C Case D
f(δθ, δφ) Gaussian Gaussian Gaussian Isotropy

σ π/4 π/2 π ∞
μ 0 0 0 0

vsub 0.1118 0.1465 0.1733 0.2159
vsh -0.0433 -0.0535 -0.0617 -0.0733
Xsh 196 171.5 152 124
FEB 106 81.5 62 34
ρ2 5000 4225 3759 3303
ρ1 650 650 650 650
rsub 2.5421 3.0207 3.3903 3.9444
ru 7.9231 6.6031 5.8649 5.0909
rρ 7.6936 6.5001 5.7836 5.0815
Γtot 0.7167 0.7677 0.8083 0.8667
Γsub 1.4727 1.2423 1.1275 1.0094
VLmax 10.8251 16.0001 17.7824 20.5286

Emax(MeV) 1.10 2.41 2.98 4.01
|Vsh|(km/s) 58.16 71.87 82.88 98.46

A certain fraction of the particles are chosen to scatter the
background scattering center with their corresponding scat-
tering angles according to the prescribed scattering angu-
lar distributions. The average number of scattering events
occurring in an increment of time dt depends on the scat-
tering time scale τ , and the scattering rate is presented by
Rs = dt/τ, where Rs is the probability of the scattering
events occurring in an increment of time. The candidates
with their local velocities and scattering angles scatter off
the grid-based scattering centers. These individual particles
do not change their routes until they are selected to scatter
once again. So the particle’s mean free path is proportional
to the local thermal velocities in the local frame. For sim-
plicity, we take its formula as λ = VL · τ . For the indi-
vidual protons, the grid-based scattering center can be seen
as a sum of individual momenta. So these scattering pro-
cesses can be taken as the elastic collisions. One complete
time step consists of the above three substeps. The total
simulation evolves by repeating this time step sequence.
The presented each case can occupy the CPU time for about
seven weeks on a 3.4GHZ (MF) CPU per core.

3 Results & discussions

We present all of the shock profiles for the shock simula-
tions of the four cases in Figure 2, and we present all as-
pects of simulation results including the shock structures,
compression ratios, and energy spectrum, as well as the
correlations between the shock compressions with the en-
ergy spectral index. For the convenience of comparison and
discussion, we list the specific calculated items in Table 2.
The last two rows are shown as scaled values.
As shown in Figure 2, the present isotropic Case D largely
appears similar to the results from previous dynamical sim-
ulations by Knerr et al. [9]. In addition, all aspects of the
shock wave structure, density and velocity profiles, com-
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Figure 2: Density profiles in the space vs time. The dashed line
represents the position of the FEB in each plot.

pression ratio and energy spectra present in isotropic Case
D also give similar results to the previous outcome. So the
present simulation code successfully produced good agree-
ment in the results with those in previous simulation.

3.1 Shock Profiles

Figure 2 shows time sequences of the density profiles of
four cases. In each plot, a shock forms and moves away
from the reflective wall. We can see that both the shock
position and the FEB position are moving with a virtually
constant velocity from the begin to the end of the simula-
tion in each case. Simultaneously, as far as the positions
of the FEB are concerned, we can see that the FEB posi-
tion at the end of the simulation is significantly different in
four different cases. As for the average density fluctuation
in the downstream region, there are also apparent changes
in different cases, case A has the slowest shock propaga-
tion speed among these four cases, and Case D has the
lowest average density profile in the downstream region.
Because from Cases A to D the only difference is the pre-
scribed scattering angular distribution, we consider that a
difference of approximately 40.93% of the shock velocity
is contributed by the scattering angle distribution.

3.2 Compression ratios

Here, we compare the compression ratios calculated from
the velocity profiles with those from the density profiles.
First, the value of the total compression ratio can sim-
ply be calculated from the formula ru = u1/u2, where
u1 = u0 + |vsh| , u2 = |vsh|, and u1(u2) is the upstream
(downstream) velocity in the shock frame. The shock ve-
locity at the end of the simulation can be derived from the
formula vsh = (Xmax −Xsh)/Tmax, where the values of
Xmax, Tmax, and Xsh can be seen in Table 2.
But in terms of the specific shock structure as seen in Fig-
ure 3, an accurate subshock compression ratio calculation
should be more complicated. In any one of the cases in

Figure 3 (plotted in the box reference frame), we show the
specific aspects of a shock modified by an energetic parti-
cle population whose mean-free-path is an increasing func-
tion of momentum. The shock structure in each plot con-
sists of three main parts: precursor, subshock, and down-
stream. The smooth precursor is on the largest length scale
between the FEB and near shock position Xsh, where the
fluid speed gradually decreases from value U0 to vsub. The
size of this precursor is almost the mean-free-path length
of the maximum energy accelerated particles. The smallest
scales is the subshock region with a sharp deflection of the
fluid speed decreasing from vsub to vbox. The downstream
region changes after the fluid speed becomes vbox = 0 by
microphysical dissipation processes. The gas subshock is
just an ordinary discontinuous classical shock embedded
in the comparably larger scale energetic particle shock [4].
The value of vsub is determined by a sharp deflection of
smooth curves in velocity profiles near the shock front, and
the value of the subshock velocity increases from cases A,
B, and C to Case D (i.e. (vsub)A < (vsub)B < (vsub)C <
(vsub)D). All of the velocity profiles are based on the box
frame. That value of the box frame’s velocity vbox is zero
in all cases. The subshock compression ratio rsub is cal-
culated from the formula rsub = (vsub + |vsh|)/|vsh| .
The values of rsub are shown in Table 2 on the same shock
frame reference.
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Figure 3: Final velocity profiles in the shock region.

Then we calculate the total compression ratios from the
density profiles in Figure 4. rρ = ρ2/ρ1, where ρ1 (ρ2)
is the upstream (downstream) density, and ρ2 is decided by

ρ2 =
1

(kmax − ksh)

kmax∑

k=ksh

(nk) (6)

where nk is the number density of particles in the “k” grid,
ksh = xsh/dx is the index of the shock position at the end
of the simulation, and kmax is the grid index of the Xmax.
As shown in Figure 4, the upstream density ρ1 is the same
constant value n0 in each case. The downstream density ρ2

decreases from cases A, B, and C to Case D (i.e. (ρ2)A >
(ρ2)B > (ρ2)C > (ρ2)D). As listed in Table 2, the val-
ues of the subshock compression ratios (rsub)A=2.5421,
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Figure 4: Final density profiles in the entire simulation box.
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Figure 5: Final energy spectrums and an initial energy spectrum.

(rsub)B=3.0207, (rsub)C=3.3903, and (rsub)D=3.9444 in
corresponding cases are all lower than the standard value
of 4. But the values of total compression ratio ru or rρ
in corresponding cases are both higher than the standard
value of 4. In addition, although the values of ru are cor-
respondingly slightly higher than the value of rρ in each
case, all these differences are less than 3%, and the specific
difference in each case is 2.9%,1.5%,1.3% and 0.18% cor-
responding to cases A, B, C and D. As seen from Figs. 3
and 4, the value of the total compression ratio rtot, deter-
mined from the velocity profiles, is more consistent with
that determined from the density profiles in each case (i.e.
u1/u2 = ρ2/ρ1). Therefore, it is not difficult for us to
conclude that the total compression ratios decrease as the
value of the standard deviation σ of the scattering angular
distribution increases, but the subshock compression ratio
rsub increases as the value of the standard deviation σ of
the scattering angular distribution increases.

3.3 Energy spectra

Spectra calculated in the shock frame from the initial and
final particle (proton) energy distributions in all cases are
shown in Figure 5. The energy units in this plot are derived

from the scaling parameters presented in Table 1. Initially,
all particles move toward the wall with a certain thermal
spread in energy. A narrow peak at E=1.3105keV repre-
sents the initial Maxwell energy distribution. The four ex-
tended curves indicate the final energy spectral distribution,
averaged over the entire downstream region, corresponding
to the four cases, respectively. The majority of the par-
ticles cross the shock only once, producing an expanded
energy spectrum with a central peak at EA ∼ 0.05keV,
EB ∼0.1keV, EC ∼ 0.15keV, and ED ∼0.20keV in Cases
A, B, C, and D, respectively. However, as is shown in Fig-
ure 5, the minority of the particles gain enough energy via
the Fermi acceleration mechanism to produce the “power-
law” tail in the energy spectrum with the cutoff at EA=1.10
MeV, EB=2.41 MeV, EC=2.98 MeV and ED=4.01 MeV
corresponding to Cases A, B, C and D, respectively. The
shock energy spectral indices are shown in Table 2.

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, by the comparison of the calculated re-
sults from different extended cases, we find that the to-
tal energy spectral index increases as the standard devia-
tion value of the scattering angular distribution increases,
but the subshock’s energy spectral index decreases as the
standard deviation value of the scattering angular distri-
bution increases. Specifically, the cases of applying an
anisotropic scattering angular distribution will produce a
slightly softer subshock’s energy spectrum, and the case
of applying an isotropic scattering angular distribution will
produce a slightly harder subshock’s energy spectrum.
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